Analysis: A detailed splitting up and examination of a work of literature. A close study
of the various elements and the relationship between them. An essential part of criticism.
As T.S Eliot put it, the tools of the critic are comparison and analysis. Analytical
criticism helps to make clear an author‟s meaning and the structure of his work.
41. this kind of criticism help us to make clear an author‟s meaning and the structure of
his work:
A) Psychoanalytic criticism
B) analytical criticism
C) textual criticism
D) structural criticism
42. the word “close” which came out in the definition of the term “Analysis” is closest in
meaning to:
A) near
B) explain
C) accurate
D) academic
Anonymous: There is a great body of anonymous literature, especially that belonging to
early or primitive societies, most of which is of the oral tradition. Folk literature of all
kinds tends to be anonymous.
45. which of the following Persian works is contributed to the “Anonymous”?
A) Samak-e Ayyar
B) Darab name
C) Hossein-e Kurd
D) Eskandar name
.
Antagonist: In drama or fiction the antagonist opposes the hero or protagonist. In Othello
Iago is an antagonist to the Moor.
46. according to the “Antagonist” which of the following terms is parallel to it?
A) confident
B) foil
C) enemy
D) adversary
47. which of the following heroes can be regarded as”Antagonist” of Rustam in Persian
epic?
A) Shaqad
B) Gorazm
C) Ashkboos
D) Zarir

Anti-novel: This kind of fiction tends to be experimental and breaks with the traditional
story-telling methods and form of the novel. Often there is little attempt to create an
illusion of realism or naturalism for the reader. It establishes its own conventions and a
different kind of realism which deters the reader from self-identification with the
characters, yet at the same time persuades him to „participate‟; but not vicariously. Some
of the principal features of the anti-novel are: lack of an obvious plot, diffused episode,
minimal development of character, detailed surface analysis of objects, many repetitions,
innumberable experiments with vocabulary, punctuation and syntax, variations of time
sequence, alternative endings and beginnings. Some of the more extreme features are:

detachable pages, pages which can be shuffled like cards, coloured pages, blank pages,
collage effects and,….
49. “detachable pages, pages which can be shuffled like cards, coloured pages” this
features belongs to:
A) novel
B) collage
C) anti-novel
D) anti-play

